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A. Key Terms
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SubHT:
RF:
SDR:
Rx:
Tx:
IC:
IF:
ADC:
DAC:

Global Navigation Satellite System
Radio Detection and Ranging
Sub-Harmonic Tag
Radio Frequency
Software Defined Radio
Receive / Receiver
Transmit / Transmitter
Integrated Circuit
Internal Frequency
Analog to Digital Converter
Digital to Analog Converter
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The utilization of sub-harmonics for RADAR systems is still a novel and emerging
technology that this group explored. Most conventional harmonic systems are used as acquisition
RADARs for ecological, academic, or military applications but the technology has not yet seen
commercial use. Using sub-harmonics presents the opportunity to create a closed-form
acquisition system that can act independently of cell-towers and satellites, which are currently
used for similar acquisition or tracking applications. The RADAR component and tag-based
detection allows for only the desired objects to be detected while allowing peer-to-peer
communication, nor do the tags need any biased power for successful sub-harmonic generation.
These concepts have been explored to some extent with the emergence of harmonic RADAR
systems, but the utilization of the sub-harmonic produces substantial improvements to the
system, particularly in the scope of path loss and required bandwidth of the systems.
This project has been mostly experimental and speculative in nature, as the group
explored a new method of acquisition. Reaching a marketable product was not the original
intention, but rather a proof of concept, which the group was successful in doing. In Professor
Cassella’s research group, there are efforts to minimize and integrate subHT with other
components onto the same wafer to prevent the need of additional assembly steps. Future work
in this technology would feature the change of the subHT design to allow for only a single port
fully integrated with a dual-band antenna while the lumped components would be replaced with
different types of resonators. Lithium Niobate has recently been identified as a substrate of
interest for the development of these types of integrated systems due to its ease of fabrication,
high dielectric permittivity, and ability to etch any designs. While the work we did was difficult
and we produced a working prototype for this RF system, it seems that any sensing system that
uses 2 antennas is simply not viable from a commercial standpoint. Future iterations of the
project would see considerable miniaturization of the tag devices.

1.2 Problem Statement
The goal of this project was to develop a tag based tracking system that was dependent on
sub-harmonic frequencies. This was to be accompanied by a UI that would show the user the
location of the tagged object within a certain range of the transmitter base stand. A subHT radar
system would enable improved performance in comparison to harmonic radar due to the nature
of propagation of RF waves of different frequencies, as per the Friis Transmission Equation. This
subHT system is unique because it offers miniaturization and overall decreases the span of
frequencies used in operation.
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1.3 Applications
1.3.1 Inspiration
There are currently no existing, practical applications for SubHT based systems since the
technology is still in its infancy. Functionally, SubHT systems and conventional harmonic tag
systems are very similar, allowing this project to take inspiration from existing harmonic based
applications.
In 2019 an article was published in Nature Magazine titled, An Innovative Harmonic
Radar to Track Flying Insects: the Case of Vespa velutina [1]. In this report, a team of
researchers was able to utilize a harmonic RADAR system in order to track an invasive species
of wasp without impeding its normal behavior. The system consisted of TX and RX modules
operating coherently. The antenna for the TX module transmitted a beam, narrow in azimuth but
broad in elevation, at 9.4 GHz. The RX module antenna operated similarly but at the second
harmonic. The system rotated atop a tower to overcome the obstacles presented by the rough
terrain. The transponders or tags that were placed on the wasps were light “J” shaped wires only
measuring about 12 mm in length and 15 mg in weight. Through this technology, the researchers
were able to locate the invasive wasp nests up to 700 m away and were able to protect the local
apiaries from any attacks.

Figure 1 - The TX/RX antenna atop a telescopic tower (left) and the miniaturized transponders
(right) used in the 2019 harmonic RADAR article.
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1.3.1.1 Applying SubHT
The application above, with its practicality and success, was the initial inspiration of this
project. After developing the SubHT system, which will be further elaborated on in the rest of
this report, it was not difficult to see how SubHTs can be applied in a similar manner and
improve upon the utility of harmonic radars. SubHT systems will have less loss than
conventional harmonics, because as the name suggests it transmits the subharmonic in the form
of a higher wavelength. Most likely, instead of a long-range acquisition radar application,
subHTs would see the best performance as sensors, as their nature as parametric oscillators could
be leveraged for bolstering security or producing wireless sensor networks with an indefinite
lifetime.

1.3.2 Avenues of Development
Most applications for conventional harmonic RADAR systems involve sea and air traffic
control as well as a variety of other military uses, such as air defense. Sub-Harmonic RADAR
systems present an opportunity to focus on a smaller scale, remaining an untapped source for
novel applications. In this section a few applications for sub-harmonic RADAR systems will be
explored along with the possible difficulties they may present. It is also important to mention that
these applications are speculative, due to the technology being in its infancy.
1.3.2.1 Animal Tracking
It is not uncommon for a pet owner to want to know the location of their pet, especially in
situations where visibility is limited such as on a hike or in a wooded area. By utilizing the
technology behind sub-harmonic RADAR systems, the owner would be able to track their pet in
environments where traditional GNSS technology cannot. Tracking devices that use GNSS are
quite useful, but when there is no reception they become fairly useless. The sub-harmonic system
is more local and doesn’t require the use of satellites, nullifying this problem.
A few obstacles present themselves in this situation, such as mobility and sweep rate. As
the project was developed, it did not lend itself easily to mobility. The project was designed such
that the transmitter rotates about a stationary base, and this application would require a mobile
station. The current size of the base antenna is also not ideal for a mobile application. However,
as improvements are made in the design of the tags and its constituent components, it is possible
that parts of the RF link budget can be liberated and the overall system could be improved.
1.3.2.2 Avalanche Rescue
According to the Colorado Avalanche Information Center there have been 59 deaths
caused by avalanches in the past 10 years in Colorado alone, as illustrated in [2, Fig. 4]. If a
victim is trapped for more than 19-35 minutes their chances of survival are only 34% [3]. There
is an obvious need for a detection system for circumstances such as these and sub-harmonic
RADAR systems could provide a solution. If skiers or snowboarders wore the tags and
9

transmitters were placed along the trail, it may reduce the time needed to find the victims and
therefore increase the survival rate.
However, there is a significant barrier presented by the snow covering the victim. The
average burial depth is about 1.3 meters which can total to about 1-1.5 tons of snow [4]. The
sub-harmonic RADAR system would require a significant amount of power to be able to
transmit through this barrier. This does not seem like a far off possibility, though as the
technologies surrounding systems like this are increasing in efficacy.
1.3.2.3 Inventory Management
When it comes to large warehouses, inventory management is an essential element. No
matter how organized the storage is, there is bound to be a misplaced crate or object at some
point. What sub-harmonic RADAR systems can offer is a means to track the inventory by
placing easily customizable tags onto a variety of assets. The sub-harmonic system can keep
track of multiple tags at once within a smaller bandwidth than a conventional harmonic system.
Thus allowing for a greater variety of tags and therefore can track a larger quantity of items.
Though the system could detect multiple tags, having a tag on every box or crate in the
warehouse would cause a great amount of interference. Also the walls of crates would create
difficult barriers to transmit around or may cause refractions in the signals. The final product of
the project confirmed this theory as there was some interference present in the system. However
the opportunity of working with subharmonics could lead to less interference as better
frequencies are achieved. Also, the number of tags would have to be limited in a way or multiple
transmitting stations would have to be set up to keep track of a small local area of the warehouse.
This would be the most likely application of this subHT system, as the tags can be placed in
conjunction with a unique MEMS identifier for differentiation.

1.4 Contributions
This project proposed a local, tag based sub-harmonic RADAR system. The project
consisted of three major components, and they are as follows:
1) A base station for the Tx/Rx antennas.
The base station consisted of a rotating transmitting antenna with the hopes of
implementing an in-house designed receiver array. Unfortunately, the transmitting
antenna was set-up successfully, but a wired connection was used from the output of the
tag to the SDR. The station also rotated to create a full sweep of the environment. Other
than this rotation, the base station was immobile.
2) At least one passive sub-harmonic tag.
The advantage of the tag in this system is that it is completely passive. This means that
the design will be relatively simple and will not require any power. The tags were placed
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on objects and they responded with the sub-harmonic frequency. 3 subHTs were
assembled successfully.
3) A mobile phone integrated UI to visualize the data.
The data that is received by the base station was uploaded to a mobile application via
MQTT software. The application featured a UI that visualizes the data and shows the
location of the tag in relation to the base station, similar to conventional RADAR
sweeping screens.
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2. System Design
This section will cover the design of the Sub-Harmonic RADAR system as a whole, and
also discuss the design, selection, and implementation of individual hardware components.

2.1 Principal of Operation
The Sub-Harmonic RADAR system consists of a fixed base station and a mobile passive
sub-harmonic tag. The base station consists of a rotating stand, as well as radio hardware for
transmitting and receiving RF signals that interact with the SubHTs. The base station operates by
transmitting at a frequency f, and detecting a received frequency f / 2 generated by the SubHT.
In order to determine the direction of the SubHT, aligned directional antennas must be
used such that the two frequencies are only transmitted and received in a certain direction. To
achieve this selective directionality, a rotating base stand was implemented. Although a
phased-array antenna would allow for fewer moving parts and theoretically improved
directionality, the group settled on a rotating base stand for simplicity..
Due to the fact that radio waves propagate through air at the speed of light, the distance
of the tag can be derived from the phase difference between the transmission reference signal and
the received signal.

2.2 Block Diagram

Figure 2 - Initial RF Block Diagram
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Figure 3 - Final RF Block Diagram
Figures X and Y depict a block diagram overviewing the RF Subsystems of the
Sub-Harmonic RADAR system as originally proposed after Capstone 1 and as implemented in
Capstone 2. In a later section, the series of experiments we performed and issues we encountered
that led us to modify our system design will be discussed. As shown, The RF signal chain begins
at a waveform generator, where a 1.3 GHz sine wave is generated. From the generator, the signal
is transferred into a 1:3 impedance balanced splitter, where one output goes into an SDR to act as
a phase reference, and the remaining two outputs both are transferred to a mixer, which
multiplies its two inputs. Because of the trigonometric identity shown in Equation 1, we can
confirm that the output frequency given two identical inputs contains twice the frequency after
filtering, as shown in Equation 2. In the current configuration, this is 2.6 GHz. This frequency is
then transmitted through an amplifier and into the directional output antenna.
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎−𝑏) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎+𝑏)
2
𝑐𝑜𝑠(0) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝑎)
=
2

(1) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎) * 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑏) =
(2) 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎) * 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎)

The 2.6 GHz signal is then received by the SubHT, where the signal is processed into 1.3
GHz and re-transmitted. This functionality is discussed further in Section 3: Tag Design.
Upon activation of the SubHT, the 1.3 GHz waveform is received by an array of dipole
antennas spaced to maximize directional gain. A dipole array was selected to ease the potential
transition to the use of a phased array antenna, although the phased array was never
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implemented. Here, the received signal is filtered and amplified, and sampled by another SDR.
At this point, the phase of the received signal can be compared to the reference, and tag distance
can be calculated.

2.3 Link Budget
In order to verify the feasibility of the RF signal chain, a link budget was calculated. A
script for doing so was created in MATLAB, and is stored in the team’s GitHub repository. In
order to aid rapid prototyping and the testing of various system parameters, the script was written
in a highly parametric way allowing for the change of simulated connections and components
without much user overhead. One unique constraint of a link budget including SubHTs is the
need for meeting a minimum power threshold at the SubHT input. The MATLAB script does so
by setting the required power at that point, and working backwards, up the chain, until the
required transmit power is found.
Using the block diagram shown in Figure 2, and gain / loss parameters found in sample
components, the plot shown in Figure 3 was generated, showing the power, noise, and
signal-to-noise ratio of our signal at each point in the RF signal chain. Given these sample
parameters, we expected an operating range of roughly 60 meters. Unfortunately, during testing,
we encountered a wide range of issues that introduced losses and interferences, and our link
budget did not close as expected.

Figure 4 - Link Budget Simulation Output3
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2.4 Radio Hardware
In the development of the RF system block diagram and link budget, research and testing
was done in the selection of system components, specifically the reference and receive SDRs,
waveform generator, amplifiers, splitters, and combiners.

2.4.1 Signal Sampling SDRs
Both for capturing the phase reference of the transmitted signal, as well as the received
signals, the group elected to use Software Defined Radio (SDR). SDRs leverage advances in
high-speed ADC technology and FPGAs to sample an RF signal and stream the data into
software. Because of the heavily constrained budget, an RTL-SDR based platform was selected.
The RTL-SDR is a low-cost, open-source platform based on the R820T2 tuner and the
RTL2832U demodulator. The block diagram of the RTL-SDR can be found in Figure 4. As
shown, the SDR receives the RF signal, and uses a mixer and a local oscillator inside the
R820T2 tuner IC to generate an Internal Frequency (IF) at roughly 3.57 MHz, which can then be
sampled by the onboard ADC and handled digitally. To account for this, the local oscillator can
be set to a frequency slightly offset from our RF frequency of 1.3 GHz, such as 1.299 GHz,
resulting in a 1 MHz IF on each RTL-SDR from which the phase can be gathered and the
RADAR equation can be applied. However, because of inconsistencies and variance in the
crystal oscillators on the RTL-SDR, modifications must be made in order to allow for this style
of operation.

Figure 5 - RTL-SDR Block Diagram
During exploratory testing, the group was able to source multiple RTL-SDRs from
colleagues. As shown in Figure 5, we were able to source three unique styles of RTL-SDR, all of
which were functionally identical at first glance, but had different PCBs, as shown in Figure 6.
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From top to bottom, we have an Nooelec NESDR (Blue PCB), a generic RTL-SDR by an
unknown manufacturer (Yellow PCB), and an RTL-SDR by RTL-SDR.com (Green PCB).

Figure 6 - Sample RTL-SDRs

Figure 7 - RTL-SDR PCBs
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Even though the three boards have radically different designs and layouts, the group
decided to use the RTL-SDR.com SDR (Green PCB) because of the headers provided that allow
the oscillator signal to easily be branched out (true center & bottom center of PCB). In order to
bypass the issue of oscillator drift, and achieve phase coherence, RTL-SDR.com provides a guide
on how to properly connect one oscillator to multiple devices, only requiring the removal of
resistor on slave devices, disconnecting their oscillators, and daisy chaining of grounds and clock
signals. [7] After this modification is complete, user created libraries can be used to
software-synchronize and manage multiple devices in parallel, allowing for the signals to be
directly compared without much additional overhead. [6]

2.4.2 Waveform Generator SDR
One of the major shortcomings of the inexpensive RTL-SDR is its inability to operate as
a transmitter. As a result, the group was able to source a HackRF One, shown in Figure 7, that
will generate the 1.3 GHz signal required by the Sub-Harmonic RADAR system. Although this
device fully encompasses the functionality of the RTL-SDRs the group is using on the RX end,
the HackRF One is not used ubiquitously due to financial considerations.

Figure 8 - HackRF One

2.4.3 Other Radio Hardware
In addition to the SDRs, other low-cost, simple radio hardware components were
acquired. These devices include a ZEM-4300-1 mixer (top left), a 1:3 balanced splitter /
combiner from Robert Research Radios (top right), a Nooelec Vega variable gain amplifier
(bottom left), and a Nooelec Lana low noise amplifier (bottom right), shown in Figure 8. These
devices were selected based on cost and availability. During system integration and testing, even
more components were acquired, such as additional mixers, amplifiers, and filters.
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Figure 9 - Miscellaneous Radio Hardware

2.5 RF Hardware Testing & Integration
Throughout the semester, a series of tests were performed, integrating the RF hardware
piece by piece until a full system test could be executed. This revealed a slew of misconceptions
and shortcomings that we were able to resolve.

2.5.1 Mixer Power
Upon initially assembling the transmitter hardware, the group quickly noticed that the 2.6
GHz signal that we expected to see was not being generated. After further research, we
discovered that the mixer requires 7dBm of power at the LO input, which was not being
provided. The mixer was removed, and its inputs and output were connected to a waveform
generator and a VNA respectively. The input power slowly increased, and the output power was
observed. As shown in the figure below, there is a bifurcation at approximately the nominal 7
dBm where the output power greatly increases. To account for this in the system, the 1:3 splitter
on the input was replaced with 2 1:2 splitters, with the first one branching off to the reference
SDR and to a power amplifier, with the power amplifier then branching into the two mixer
inputs. The SDR was branched off before the amplifier, because clipping would be observed if
the amplified signal was fed directly to the SDR.
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Figure 10 - Plot of Mixer Input Power vs. Output Power

2.5.2 Half-Balanced Mixer
After resolving the issue observed with the low mixer input power, we also observed a
1.3 GHz signal alongside the 2.6 GHz signal at the output, confirming that our mixer was only
half-balanced. To negate this, a 1.5 GHz high-pass filter was purchased to filter out the 1.3 GHz
signal. Unfortunately, at the very end of our design process during system testing, we observed
that the filter was not performing whatsoever. As a result, the 1.3 GHz signal was being
transmitted at a high enough power to where we observed the signal coupling onto our receiving
antennas, interfering with the tag signals. While more robust filter design could have resolved
this, it was not resolved during this project.

2.5.3 Phase Coherence
One of the largest challenges that we encountered was achieving phase-coherence with
our receiving SDRs. The RTL-SDRs rely on a 28.8 MHz oscillator to synthesize higher
frequencies that are then used for tuning an onboard mixer and down-converting the RF input to
a frequency that can be sampled. Oscillators, particularly the low-quality oscillators onboard the
RTL-SDR, will drift randomly. Even a miniscule drift of 1 Hz will cause the sampled IF
frequencies to be different from each other, and therefore any phase measurements would be
meaningless. To resolve this issue, RTL-SDRs were modified to share the same oscillator. The
Host SDR had a solder bridge placed to connect its oscillator to the through-hole output, to
which a twisted pair of a white wire (clock) and a black wire (GND) were connected. Holes were
then drilled in the sides of the host and guest SDRs, and the guest SDR had the twisted pair
connected to its clock and ground inputs. The guest SDR also had a solder bridge placed
connecting the input through-holes to its tuner input, but also had its local oscillator
disconnected, first by removing a jumper resistor, and then by completely desoldering the
oscillator, as some interference was still observed despite the resistor being removed.
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Figure 11 - Modified RTL-SDR Hardware
Even with the radios using the same oscillator, modification to the system was needed for
accurate measurement. First, a feature called frequency dithering had to be disabled, which was
done through custom device firmware. Frequency dithering is a feature that intends to mask the
instability of the oscillators, by attempting to counter the change in tuner frequency. By disabling
this, we were able to ensure that the tuners tuned to the exact same frequency, leading to
identical internal frequencies. From these signals, with each sample consisting of an in-phase and
quadrature component, the phase of the signal could be derived and compared. At this point, it
was observed that the phase difference between the two signals was consistent (with some
expected phase noise) within a test run, but not between test runs. To ameliorate this issue, a
secondary signal generator was introduced, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 12 - Two-Wave Generator Setup
In this setup, Waveform Generator 1 was connected to the two SDRs through
equal-length cables, while waveform generator 2 was connected through the main loop. To
20

compute the phase, the following procedure was followed. First, both RX SDRs were enabled,
and sampling was started. Then, Wave Generator 1 was enabled and disabled, followed by Wave
Generator 2 being enabled and disabled. After samples were collected, the signals could be
aligned to the point where the signal first crossed a power threshold. Phase difference could then
be measured for the first generator’s signal and the second generator’s signal, and the phases of
the two signals could be compared. Given that the signal from Wave Generator 1 is known to be
in-phase at the two RX SDRs, given the equal length cables, the difference of the two measured
phase differences is used as the true phase difference. Unfortunately, due to the substantial phase
noise, this was not very reliable. Sample MATLAB plots of these tests are shown in the figure
below, and code can be found in Appendix A and in the team’s GitHub repository.

Figure 13 - Sample Test Data from Phase Coherent Tests.

2.6 Antennas
This subsection discusses the selection of the different antennas that were used in the
design of the system to allow for communication between RF subgroups. Given the constraints
for the link budget and requirements for directionality in terms of achieving a suitable input
power at the tag level and determining azimuth and elevation position of the tags, a particular set
and schema of antennas was selected to satisfy these conditions while conserving expenditure.
Many of the considerations made for the antennas involved the ease of integration, gain,
directivity, cost, weight, size, and bandwidth. At each RF sublevel, the criterion for antennas
differed, as the considerations were modified to account for variation in the environment and
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purpose of the subsystems. The selection process for each antenna in the different subsystems
will be discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
One consideration that was similar for each antenna concerned the far-field. In order to
ensure that the waves are planar and to ease calculations, the antennas were designed in such a
way that the following mathematical condition for the far-field was met for desired tracking
distance of 20 m. The far-field occurs when the distance from the transmitting antenna exceeds
the Fraunhofer Distance, which is given by the following expression:
2

𝑟 >

2𝐷
λ

Above, r is the distance from the antenna, D is the largest dimension of the antenna, and λ
is the wavelength of the propagating signal. In addition to ease of calculation and insurance of
plane wave propagation, the far-field was the selected region because wave decay trends with 1/r
2

3

instead of 1/𝑟 or 1/𝑟 as in the fresnel near-field and reactive near-field, respectively. This means
that after a few wavelengths, the waves in the near-field are effectively inconsequential to the
receiver. Given that the sub-harmonic RADAR system is supposed to target tagged objects at
high distances on the order of 10s of meters, the far-field must be used. Another additional
benefit of explicitly using the far-field is that all of the radiation patterns for manufactured
antennas are implicitly for far-field, so there is an abundance of information on antenna
performance in that range in particular compared to the near-field.

Figure 14 - Diagram of wave behavior in the different ranges in antenna radiation.

2.6.1 Transmitter
In the sub-harmonic system, there is a base station that rotates as the transmitting antenna
propagates a signal at 2.6 GHz. Given the nature of the rotating station and the desire to collect
positional information regarding the location of the tags, this antenna is meant to be very
directional in both the azimuth and elevation directions, ideally having a low HPBW coupled
with a high gain to accommodate the input power required at the sub-harmonic tag. Another
consideration that needed to be considered was the weight and dimensions of the antenna, as this
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would change the power required to rotate the base station and ultimately inform the resolution
of the resultant images in the radar system; however, given that the directionality of the antenna
was leveraged as the primary mechanism to determine object position, the resolution factor is not
as highly weighted as it would be in other systems. As a result, the chosen antenna for
transmission was the ZDAGP2600-24-8 sold by Excel-Wireless.

Figure 15 - ZDA GP2600-24-8 Antenna Dish.
This antenna can be purchased with either horizontal or vertical polarization and operates
in the frequency band of 2.5 GHz - 2.7 GHz, perfect for the application at 2.6 GHz. In that band,
the gain is 24 dBi and the VSWR does not exceed 1.5. The maximum input power for this
antenna is 200 W, or about 53 dBm, which would enable tracking at further distances; however,
only 1 W of power was transmitted for the purposes of this project. The antenna includes
two-pieces of dishes at 600 mm x 900 mm in area and a third mounting element equalling about
5 lbs in total. Taking the largest dimension of this antenna as the hypotenuse of its length and
width, the far-field region begins at 18.78 m, which justifies the decision to have the tags be
detected at 20 m. The material of the dish is an aluminum alloy with a radiating metal material of
copper and the connector to this system would be female N-Type. The figures below illustrate
the mounting schema as well as the favorable radiation characteristics of this antenna.
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Figure 16 - ZDA GP2600-24-8 Mounting Diagram

Figure 17 - ZDA GP2600-24-8 Radiation Pattern

2.6.2 Receiver Array
The receiving antenna needs some sort of directionality with high gain, as it is also
attached to the rotating base station and its principle mechanism of operation relies on using its
directionality to determine relative azimuthal and elevation of the tags. Furthermore, given the
price constraints of directional 1.3 GHz antennas and not wanting to overload the torque system
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used for the base station, the determination was made to attempt to utilize an array of
omnidirectional antennas for the design of the receiver antenna. This choice was also made with
one of the possible reach goals in mind of implementing a complete phased array receiver and
eventually transmitter system, hypothetically getting rid of the base station altogether. Prior to
describing the design of the array of antennas, some important background information will be
discussed. While this array was not used at all for the project, since it was identified as a reach
goal and one of the next steps forward for improvement, there will be some background on the
operation of a linear array, for the sake of posterity of other groups who may wish to attempt this
project.
For the calculations made for the radiation pattern and directivity of the array, some
assumptions were made, namely: each antenna can be modeled as a horizontal infinitesimal
(Hertzian) dipole, all antennas are identical, and that the array length is sufficiently large to be
treated as infinite [9]. These assumptions are critical for determining radiation pattern and gain
as the computations for those parameters would be too complex to solve analytically and would
be difficult to model. Whether or not the realized constituent unit antennas are actually Hertzian
dipoles is an entirely different matter.
Now, to describe how to model an antenna array, it is important to begin with the
individual components used: the horizontal infinitesimal dipole. A dipole of this nature has the
following radiated field equations in the far-field:

Figure 18 - Horizontal infinitesimal radiated field equations
As can be seen, there are only fields in the theta and phi directions, not in the radial
direction at all. The equation for the electric field in the theta direction alone can be used to
describe the behavior of the dipole in the far-field in terms of the antenna’s ability to transmit
power at certain distances r. The 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ comes from the relative angular position of the observer to
the dipole source. The next level of complexity comes from when two horizontal infinitesimal
dipoles are placed at some distance from each other. The overall electric field in the far-field can
be modeled as the superposition of the two fields resulting from each dipole [9]. Furthermore,
the equation for the electric field at some point r becomes:
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In the above expression, 𝑟1and 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ1denote the relative position and orientation of the
first dipole to the location of the observer. Similarly, 𝑟2and 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ2denote the relative position and
orientation for the second dipole. Additionally, d corresponds to the distance between each
element and βrepresents the relative phase shift between adjacent elements.When considering the
case for the far-field, the approximation can be made that 𝑟1= 𝑟2 and 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ1= 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ2 because the
observer would be so far from both of the dipoles in comparison to how far the dipoles are from
each other that these values would be negligibly different [BALANIS]. Furthermore, the above
equation can be reduced to the following:

The expression for the total electric field as seen from the observer’s point of view can
then be categorized into two different sections: the Element Factor (EF) and the Array Factor
(AF). The EF can be described as the expression for the electric field at the point of the observer
resulting from a single of the constituent elements placed in the center of the array. Given that all
of the elements of the array are identical, this expression would denote a singular horizontal
infinitesimal dipole. The AF considers the alignment, phase shift, and excitation of each element
to determine the extent of constructive and destructive interference at each angle theta.

Figure 19 - Illustration of the far-field observations in a system of two horizontal infinitesimal
dipoles
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Expanding this to a system of N elements, the AF can be written as:

Where ψ = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠θ + β, to represent the relative phase shift between adjacent
elements caused by the wave propagating a distance of 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠θ and from the selected phase shift
β. After some mathematical manipulation, the AF reduces to a useful expression for plotting, as
shown below:

Using this expression, it was determined that a broadside array of 5 antennas at

4
5

λ

separation with no phase shifting and uniform excitation should be used, as it would produce the
following radiation pattern in the far-field.

Figure 20 - Normalized Far-field Radiation Pattern of Antenna Array in dB scale
To calculate the gain of this system, the following expressions were utilized [10]:
2

𝑈(θ) = |𝐴𝐹|
𝐷(θ) =

𝑈(θ)
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 / 4π

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 = ∯𝑈(θ) 𝑑Ω
After extensive mathematical manipulation involving applying the small angle
approximation for 𝑠𝑖𝑛(

ψ
2

)and using the assumption that the array length can be treated as

infinity, the directivity of this antenna system was calculated to be 8 dB. Assuming an antenna
efficiency of 100%, this means that this system produces an 8 dBi gain.
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Unfortunately, due to constraints involving budgeting, time, and validation instruments, it
was determined that it would be too difficult to actually implement a linear array of antennas.
While a beam splitter and proper mechanical fixtures were purchased and would have possibly
enabled good performance, the lack of access to an anechoic chamber and lack of certainty
regarding how to model the constituent planar monopole antennas produced too many
uncertainties to make an investment in this part of the project a worthwhile venture.
Consequently, a wired link was used between the output of the tag and the input of the
signal processing and UI due to these constraints and the inability to find a suitable replacement
antenna that would be light enough before the deadline for the demonstration and presentation.
Moving forward, it would be a good step to attempt making or finding a receiver antenna on the
base station that would have similar directional capabilities as the transmitter but for the
appropriate frequency of 1.3 GHz. It would have been really cool to implement a phased array
into the project, perhaps this would be a good step for future groups if this project gets taken for
expansion.

2.6.3 Tag Antennas
The main consideration for tag antennas is that they must be relatively small and
omnidirectional with an input impedance on the order of 50 Ω. Given that the input frequency of
the tags is different from the output frequency, there must be an antenna for each band to allow
for proper reception and transmission of the signal. In future designs and iterations of this
project, it would be useful to be able to design a dual-band antenna at 1.3 GHz / 2.6 GHz and to
integrate the subHT into the antenna substrate to produce a singular body for the tag to receive,
divide, and transmit frequencies. For now, the 2.6 GHz and 1.3 GHz antennas are separate;
however, a good path forward for the continued development of this project would be to find a
way to change the architecture of the tag to enable a single port integration with a dual-mode
omnidirectional antenna. For now, both the 1.3 GHz and 2.6 GHz antennas were manufactured
using pcbway and they both follow a printed monopole architecture with a semi-complete
ground plane beneath the dielectric. The 2.6 GHz antenna would have a band from 2.5 Ghz to
2.7 GHz, and the 1.3 GHz antenna would operate between 1.25 and 1.35 GHz, both with a gain
of 2 dBi and VSWR not exceeding 2.5.
The 1.3 GHz antennas, designed in-house, have an input impedance of 38 Ω with a
bandwidth of 50 MHz centered at 1.31 GHz. According to the MoMuW simulation run by
Advanced Design Systems (ADS) software, the directivity at this frequency will be 2.5 dBi
coupled with an efficiency of 63%, thereby producing a gain of 0.5 dBi. Using the same
simulation profiles, the 2.6 GHz antenna saw an efficiency of 65% and gain of 1.5 dBi
Furthermore, the total gain of both antennas in the tag will be about 2 dBi. The figures below
show the radiation characteristics of both antennas.
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Figure 21 - Radiation Characteristics of 2.6 GHz and 1.3 GHz Antennas

This antenna is a microstrip patch antenna with a meandered feed line for miniaturization
purposes to be printed on an FR-4 substrate of permittivity 4.6, loss tangent of 0.011. Both
antennas are miniaturized and have a surface area of 8.58 cm2 & 17.56 cm2 for the 2.6 and 1.3
GHz antennas, respectively. The antenna was modeled after the design created by Parchin et al.
in their work Dual-Band Monopole Antenna for RFID Applications, as the group went through
iterations of antenna design to eventually reach their goal involving multiple bands. Their final
proposition involves an “F-shaped” antenna, and the protrusion along the main rectangular shape
contributes to the higher frequency band [11]. Furthermore, by removing this protrusion and
extending the other antenna artifact to match the requisite length for 1.3 GHz and 2.6 GHz,
respectively, the antenna for the subHTs was designed.

Figure 22 - 1.3 GHz Antenna Design
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Figure 23 - 2.6 GHz antenna design
The insertion loss and input impedance parameters of the antennas were satisfactory for
the proper functioning of the subHT system. Interesting simulation tricks needed to be
implemented to get accurate results and to account for the effect of the SMA connector on the
radiation patterns and other useful antenna parameters. Furthermore, the design needed to be
altered slightly to accommodate the presence of the SMA, which would mean that the lengths of
the strips of the antennas may not exactly match the theoretical values. The SMA connector was
modeled in the EMPro ADS software and was integrated with the antennas in the main layout
view. SMAs often cause shifts in resonance and performance due to added reflections and
transmissions that occur to the port; however, they are critical in these systems, otherwise it
would be impossible to connect the antennas to the tag. There is sufficiently high confidence in
the simulation software and the assembly of the SMA component within the software to trust the
virtual results as accurate to what would be expected in reality. The following figures show the
insertion loss parameters and input impedances that would be expected when not accounting for
the SMA and when factoring in the effect of the SMA on the system. Insertion loss was below
-10 dB for both antennas at the desired frequencies and the input impedances were around 50 Ω,
as well. The subHTs were designed for 50 Ω termination, so these antennas were effectively
designed.
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Figure 24 - Insertion Loss and Input Impedance of Designed 1.3 GHz Antenna with and without
SMA connector.

Figure 25 - Insertion Loss and Input impedance of Designed 2.6 GHz Antenna with and without
SMA connector
Due to imperfections that might occur in the simulation profile and the manufacturing
process, it is often the case that printed antennas do not exactly match their expected
performance parameters, particularly the response frequency is often shifted. As a result, an
iterative fabrication process was necessary to finally produce antennas that were viable and true
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to the desired characteristics. For each antenna that was ordered, an initial test was performed to
evaluate the insertion loss parameters. This was the figure of merit for the determination of
whether an antenna was true to its simulations. The test was very simple: the antenna would be
connected with the vector network analyzer available in the lab and its S11 parameters were
saved and compared directly in ADS to the simulated parameters. If there was a frequency shift
in any particular direction, a correcting alteration was made to the design of the antenna, with the
assumption that the same unaccounted factor would produce the same degree of shifting in the
same direction. Thankfully, only two iterations were necessary for each antenna to produce
working systems. Pictured below are the resultant fabricated planar monopoles used for
integration with the subHT.

Figure 26 - Manufactured Antennas Connected to subHT
As mentioned earlier in the report, there was no access to an anechoic chamber, meaning
that there was no real way to accurately determine the radiation characteristics of the antenna in
the far-field, which was 0.04 m for antennas of this low profile. So, what was done, instead of
using an anechoic chamber, two identical antennas were taken and one was connected to a signal
generator that would excite the resonant frequency. The other was connected to a spectrum
analyzer and the power in the frequency spectrum was measured. Then, the power at the
particular frequency was measured across different orientations of the antennas with the hope of
being able to account for all directions in the azimuth and elevation planes. While no plot was
created using this data because the step size was quite variable and not precise, and there were
significant sources of interference, reflections, and diffractions of the waves, the antennas both
did seem to behave relatively like omnidirectional antennas.

2.7 Base Stand
The sub-harmonic RADAR system took the form of a fixed based station that scanned a
180° field of view for the tag. A tripod served as the stand for the antenna, the SDRs, the
Raspberry pi, a servo, and a pulley system
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Figure 18 shows a photo of the assembled base station. The most prominent feature is the
large transmitting antenna. The electronics and pulley system can be seen on the black platform
behind the antenna.

Figure 27 - Photo of Fully Assembled Base Station

2.7.1 Tripod and Platform
The tripod had a few requirements. It had to be heavy enough to not topple over when the
antennas were repositioning, it had to have a large enough mount to fix the antenna array to, and
it needed to be robust enough to not collapse under the weight of the equipment.
Due to budget constraints, our initial design used a consumer-level camera tripod already
owned by a group member. This tripod is the Sunpak Ultra 7000TM, shown in Figure 19, which
features a max height of 178 cm and a weight limit of 5.6 kg.
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The tripod needed modifications to suit the needs of the project. First, the center shaft
typically does not allow for free rotation when its height is fixed. With the intention of mounting
the antenna on the shaft, it needed to be set higher but also freely rotate. Luckily, this tripod has a
removable center shaft that doubles as a monopod. The monopod has its own method of
extension via a telescoping leg. The leg was telescoped out and epoxied in this position. Once the
epoxy cured, it was sanded and WD-40 was used to lube the entire mechanism. The shaft
successfully spun freely at a fixed height.

Figure 28 - Sunpak Ultra 7000TM Tripod
A couple other minor modifications were made. The top platform, shown as the module
with cork and the handle in Figure 19, was removed. A plywood board had a clearance hole for
the shaft bore into it. It was lowered onto the platform where the 3 legs meet and drilled into
place. The board was cut, sanded, and painted for aesthetics and to allow the antenna to rotate
freely without interfering mechanically.

2.7.2 Antenna Mount
The antenna required a mount to hold it onto the modified shaft of the tripod. Originally,
the RMRC ANTPANTILT-EE, shown in Figure 20, was considered. This could have been
attached to the shaft and would have allowed for rotation of the antenna in two axes.
Additionally, it was made of wood and would minimally affect the propagation pattern of the
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antenna. Unfortunately, this product went out of stock and remained that way through the
duration of the project. An alternative needed to be found.

Figure 29 - RMRC Mount for Antenna Array
With the RMRC mount out of stock, the antenna was directly mounted to the shaft using
two U-bolts and a pipe clamp, as shown in Figure 21. One U-bolt held the pipe clamp to the shaft
to fix the antenna’s height. The other acted as a counter lever to hold the antenna level.
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Figure 30 - Pipe Clamp and U-bolts Mounting Antenna onto Shaft.

2.7.3 Servos & Required Torque
Specifying the requirements of a servo requires a calculation of the torque required to
move the antenna.
The antenna rotates back and forth over a 180° range. The time required to cover this
range is 𝑡𝑠, and the time it takes the antenna to turn around at each half of the motion is ∆𝑡,
shown graphically in Figure 21. The antenna can be modeled as a rod spinning on its center axis,
which has a moment of inertia 𝐼as shown in the following equation, where 𝑀is the antenna’s
mass of 2. 27 𝑘𝑔 and 𝐿is the horizontal length of the antenna, 0. 9 𝑚.
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Figure 31 - Birds-eye View of Antenna Rotation
Using this value and conservation of angular momentum 𝐿, the following calculation of
torque τcan take place, with Figure 22 showing the required torque for a variety of ∆𝑡 and 𝑡𝑠
values.

Figure 32 - Required Torque to Rotate Antenna Horizontally
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The Lynxmotion HT1 RB-Lyn-990, shown in Figure 23 is a high-torque servo that
supports a maximum torque of 402 oz-in. This supports a 5-10 second sweep time with a
turnaround time of 0.5 s and was used for the horizontally rotating servo.

Figure 33 - Lynxmotion HT1 RB-Lyn-990 High-Torque Servo

2.7.4 Pulley System
To turn the antenna, a two-pulley system with a belt drive was used. This is shown in
Figure 22.
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Figure 34 - Pulley System and Belt Drive Shown on Top-Left
A servo, specified in Section 2.4.3, spun a 2.5” OD pulley. A V-belt transferred this
mechanical motion to a 5” OD pulley on the antenna shaft. This halves the required torque as
calculated in Section 2.4.3, but doubles the range the servo must turn. This also doubles the
effective resolution of the servo, as each degree increment of the servo is a half degree increment
of the antenna.
Half of our required torque is 402 oz-in / 2 = 201 oz-in. This is equivalent to τ=1.42 N-m.
The tension on the belt can be calculated using the following equations. Tupper is the component
on the upper belt while Tlower is the component on the lower. 𝛼 is the angle of the belt and 𝛽 is the
angle of contact with the pulley. 𝜇s is the coefficient of static friction, assumed to be 1 in this
case.
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With the tension calculated, the retention force on the pulley to prevent slippage of the
belt can be calculated. As shown below, this is 15.91 N. The pulley was held back to exceed this
force and then drilled onto the platform. Epoxy was added for assurance the servo would not
move.
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3. Tag Design
This section discusses very briefly the design of existing harmonic RADAR transponders
and tags then moves to describe the process of designing the subHTs. There are many advantages
to using a sub-harmonic system in place of the conventional harmonic; in particular, the subHTs
offer a planar, scalable, and miniaturized solution to object tracking when compared to their
harmonic counterparts, which do not often efficiently conserve the power inputted into the tag
for the output of the harmonic signal.

3.1 Harmonic Tags
Harmonic tags are the quintessential component for a harmonic radar system as they
allow the tagged objects to actually be detected by the receiver because of their purpose to
generate the corresponding harmonic frequency in response to the transmitted frequency from
the base station. Very basically, these tags are designed as a non-linear junction between two
antenna elements and rely on the parameters of that non-linear component to drive conversion
efficiency in the system. Harmonic tags unanimously have conversion efficiencies, which are
determined by dividing the output power at the double frequency by the input power received in
the initial resonant frequency, that are significantly below 100%. Fortunately, the subHT offers
an effectively lossless conversion, as no additional energy is needed to generate the
sub-harmonic, as opposed to the harmonic frequencies.

3.1.1 Basic Design
The typical harmonic tag is quite simple in design and follows a passive approach to
generating the harmonic signal. At its simplest level, the sample harmonic tag requires a single
dipole antenna, a forward-bias schottky diode, and an inductor for charge balancing. The
schottky diode and inductor are in parallel between the arms of the dipole antenna. As the input
signal is received by the antenna at resonant frequency f, the schottky diode would effectively
steer charges from the input of the antenna to the output, resulting in an imbalanced distribution
of charges in the system [12]. This imbalance causes a doubling of the fundamental frequency,
with quite a substantial loss of power [12]. The parallel inductor is included in the design as a
method to prevent the diode from fully reverse-biasing itself as the charge distribution changes in
the system. This prevention allows for the diode to continue to rectify itself, or oscillate between
behaving in the forward-bias and reverse-bias conditions [12].
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Figure 35 - Typical harmonic tag design converting frequency F1 to F2 through the use of
schottky diode D1 and DC return path inductor L1

3.2 Sub-Harmonic Tags
The basic principle of a subHT is that when the input power exceeds some threshold
power, a sub-harmonic frequency will be generated using the input power at high efficiency.
When the threshold power is not met, then there will be no sub-harmonic generation in the tag
and it may possibly backscatter or retransmit the initial transmission frequency of 2.6 GHz due to
the impedance conditions, which will be discussed in greater detail later in this section. The
subHT follows a bifurcation curve for its operation, meaning that the function would not be
differentiable at point 𝑃𝑡ℎdue to analytical discontinuity.
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Figure 36 - Ideal Bifurcation Curve demonstrating operation of sub-harmonic generation once
the input power exceeds the threshold
Another way of expressing this phenomenon is to look at both the frequency and time
domains to see the occurrence of the signals at the different frequencies given two cases: when
the input power does not exceed the threshold and when the threshold is exceeded. Furthermore,
the figure below shows the frequency spectrum of the output power in the two aforementioned
cases. Note that when the sub-harmonic generation does occur, ideally the entirety of the original
frequency is reused to produce the sub-harmonic; however, in practice, this is not the case and
there will still exist some signal at the initial frequency at the output port of the 1.3 GHz antenna.
This signal will not be propagated by the antenna, but its existence shows a shortcoming of the
subHT design due to non-ideal components or filtering.
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Figure 37 - Frequency Spectrum of SubHT when power threshold is not met (left) and when it is
exceeded (right)
From a time-domain perspective, the presence of certain frequencies can aid with
understanding the operation conditions of the subHT. Furthermore, the below figure shows the
response to power that does not exceed the threshold and power that does. It is critical to the
operation of the tag that sufficient power from the transmitter reaches it; for this reason, the
constraint on the link budget includes needing a minimum of -5 dBm at the tag for a response
frequency to be generated. The power threshold is calculated using the following mathematical
expressions, with parameters determined by the designer.

As can be seen, many of the impedance values come directly from the configuration of
passive L and C components in the circuit, meaning that these values are very important for
determining the power threshold of the system. In addition to this, the L and C values also
inform the quality factor of the subHT in how well the system can filter out certain frequencies,
changing the ratio of the output power of the sub-harmonic compared to the initial frequency.
The determination of these LC components will be discussed in greater detail later in this
section.
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Figure 38 - Time-Domain representation of when power threshold is not met (left) and
when it is exceeded (right)
These tags rely on a set of impedances to produce the sub-harmonic frequency at the
output port where the corresponding antenna will transmit the signal into the environment. The
spice model below shows the design of the novel subHT as initially designed by Hussein
Hussein and Cristian Cassella [13].

Figure 39 - Design of SubHT using three different impedances to describe behavior
The intention in the above circuit design is to receive a signal at 2.6 GHz, then transmit at
1.3 GHz. This is accomplished by linking some of the impedances together to produce certain
band-pass and band stop conditions for the signals traveling through the system. Once linked,
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these impedances form a total of four branches in which the signal undergoes some sort of
filtering. The figure below shows the branches.

Figure 40 - Branches for filtering conditions on SubHT circuit design
The conditions to be met in the above circuit are the following: Branch 1 should act as a
bandstop filter for the sub-harmonic filter, as it is desirable to prevent reflection of this frequency
away from its output antenna. Branch 2 should serve as a bandstop filter for the initial frequency
in order to prevent it from reaching the output antenna for the 1.3 GHz signal. Branch 3 should
act as a bandpass filter for the 2.6 GHz signal, as it is desirable for this signal to travel to ground
and allow for the propagation of only the sub-harmonic. Finally, Branch 4 serves as a bandpass
filter for the sub-harmonic signal to help propagate it to the output antenna.

3.2.1 Simulation Optimization
An issue arises in the design of the tag, as there are 4 equations and 6 unknown L or C
components, meaning that an analytical solution derived from the expressions cannot be
ascertained very easily. Many L and C value combinations can effectively create a tag; however,
some combinations are better than others in terms of their filtering sensitivities or their resultant
threshold power, as determined by the equations shown above [13]. Furthermore, the
computation of these component values requires simulation software and iterative design
changes.
Fortunately, there is a way to make these calculations easier, as there are a limited
selection of varactor diodes in the market, meaning that there is a discrete number of capacitance
values that can be assigned to 𝑍3. At this point, the designer can choose a particular varactor and
this would fix one of the variables, reducing the complexity of the operation. The chosen
varactor was the SMV1430, and its datasheet was used as the reference for how to implement its
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lumped model onto the simulation profile. This particular varactor was chosen because it was
advantageous in producing the best results with respect to power threshold due to its capacitance
at 0 V bias and its rate of change of capacitance as the bias changes. Advanced Design Systems
was used as the simulation software due to the inclusion of the “Optimize” tool coupled with the
S-parameter “Simulate” tool, as these allow for the determination of valid values for L and C
under the constraints of producing a low power threshold and sensitive filters. The below image
shows the resonance conditions and constraints for the design of the tag. In this case, the
impedance value that constitutes an open circuit is considered 8 kΩ while a short circuit is 40 Ω.
With these parameters, the short circuit exhibits 0.5% of the impedance of the open circuit,
which approximates the ideal case of 0%. It is also important to have these resonance conditions
occurring near the frequencies of interest, as it is more optimal to have the peak or valley of the
resonance curve align exactly with the desired frequency that is being filtered. To accomplish
this, a phase range of approximately 0.1 radians was set. The conditions below were run through
the optimizer and the power threshold, which also had an optimization goal, was calculated with
the resultant L and C values determined by the system.

Figure 41 - Resonance Conditions or Branches with imposed constraints for optimization of
subHT to produce desirable filtering and threshold power
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3.2.2 Optimization Results
This section will discuss the results of optimization in terms of produced threshold power
and sensitivity of the filters to satisfy the branch conditions. Overall, the conditions were
compromised on in various cases; for example, the open circuit impedance is not greater than 8
kΩ nor is the short circuit impedance less than 40 Ω. These values were arbitrarily chosen to
drive the optimizer to produce good filters, but there was a compromise made with these values
to lower the threshold power to -5.491 dB. The optimized resonance condition impedances and
phase values are shown below:

Figure 42 - Resonance impedance and phase values in the branch conditions and
threshold power
In terms of ratio of impedance of the short circuits to open circuits, these values still
remain in an acceptable range; for example, the ratios are 0.16% and 0.95% for Branch 2:Branch
4 and Branch 1:Branch 3, respectively. These filters have the following plots. They all satisfy the
conditions well enough and occur at resonances, as denoted by the phase values at those
frequencies. Furthermore, the tag design will effectively generate sub-harmonic signals at the
desired frequency given sufficient input power.
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Figure 43 - Branch 1 Resonance Condition plot showing an approximate open circuit at
1.3 GHz
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Figure 44 - Branch 2 Resonance Condition plot showing an approximate open circuit at
2.6 GHz
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Figure 45 - Branch 3 Resonance Condition plot showing an approximate short circuit at
2.6 GHz
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Figure 46 - Branch 4 Resonance Condition plot showing an approximate short circuit at
1.3 GHz
It was determined that by optimizing the branches of the subHT, it would be possible to
achieve good performance with respect to how much power is recycled by the tag; however, this
would come at the cost of the value of the power threshold. Given the nature of the application of
this tag, it was determined to be prudent to strive for the lowest possible power threshold. In
retrospect, the best decision probably would have been to have some sort of mix between having
a low power threshold and well-developed branch bandpass and bandstop filters. Some
combination of optimization between the two would have probably resulted in the most efficient
link budget, which would have allowed for further communications between the subHT and base
station. The optimization of a fully ideal system focusing on producing the lowest possible
power threshold was therefore focused on during this project.
An interesting detail to note when optimizing the tags is that it is significantly easier to
achieve a more highly optimized power threshold at a lower frequency. Furthermore, a good first
step is to run the optimization process for 200 MHz or lower depending on the ultimate goal for
frequency, and then gradually work up to the desired frequency. There are several types of
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optimization algorithms used in ADS. The two most relevant ones for this process are Gradient
and Hybrid. The Gradient algorithm is very favorable when one is already near the optimal
solutions, as it changes each parameter incrementally by a small value to drive improvements in
the results. Hybrid, on the other hand, is helpful when the ideal solutions are very far from the
current set of parameters, as the algorithm, almost like magic, will attempt vastly different
combinations of parameters and generally makes marked progress over time. Naturally, Gradient
is much quicker than Hybrid, but Hybrid has an impressive ability to drive one near the ideal
solution from quite far, while Gradient is useful for reaching the peak solution once already
close. Furthermore, by fully optimizing the tag performance at 200 MHz using a combination of
Hybrid and Gradient algorithms, the resultant parameter values can be used as a baseline to
eventually achieve an optimal solution at the higher frequencies. With this baseline already
established, one can slightly increment the frequency by 25 MHz or 50 MHz and employ the
Gradient algorithm. Since the frequency change is not too extreme, the ideal component values
are not likely to change much, so Gradient would be perfect in this case. Using this method, one
can incrementally work one’s way through the spectra of frequencies to the desired frequency
and have an ideal set of components without much difficulty.

3.2.3 Component Selection
The optimizer also performed calculations based on the following expressions to
determine the LC values needed for proper operation of the tag. Note that these values are in
terms of the value of L3 and the reverse-bias varactor diode capacitance at 0 bias voltage. The
value of L3 was iterated for the most part during the optimization to produce the desired results.
According to the software, the values are as follows: L1 = 14.7682 nH, L2 = 4.06486 nH, L3 =
7.32044 nH, C1 = 1.01478 pF, C2 = 0.922399 pF, and C3 = 1.11 pF, as per the selection of the
SMV1430 varactor. These inductors and capacitors will produce a working tag, with a power
threshold of -13 dBm. Figure 47 shows the bifurcation curve of such a tag.

Figure 47 - Bifurcation of Ideal Tag at 2.6 GHz Operation
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Figure 48 - Equations for SubHT Component Parameters [13]
However, these component values are unreasonable, and extra steps need to be taken in
order to realize a working tag. Firstly, due to the high frequency nature of the tag, it is necessary
to introduce the impact of the traces of the PCB layout of the tag on the electromagnetic
radiation and reflections of signals in the board. Introducing this layout greatly changed the
values of the ideal components that were used in the working design of the board. Another factor
that would influence the performance of the tag would be the availability of components on the
market as well as the libraries available for expressing the functionality of the components in
ADS. The two main component manufacturers that provided component libraries for ADS were
Murata and CoilCraft, so this limited the selection of components to those offered by these two
companies.
Several key decisions were made at this step. Firstly the expected size of components
used needed to be determined. Using the values shown above from the totally ideal optimization,
it was determined that most inductors and capacitors in this general range of values were most
likely to be found in 0402 size, which would inform the overall trace width and size of the
subHT. The smaller the tag, the less deleterious the effects of the traces on the performance,
especially at high frequencies.
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Figure 49 - Pad Dimensions for 0402 Components
With these sizes set for the pads for the components, the rest of the tag can be designed,
and was shaped to be in the following configuration, shown in Figure 50. Note that a matching
network was added to further reduce the power threshold by allowing for fewer reflections in the
output port of the system.

Figure 50 - Layout Design of subHT
Fortunately, the effects of introducing the traces on the operation of the subHT at low
frequencies, like 200 MHz, is minimal, so the same incremental process was used to find the new
ideal component values, this time including the components for the matching network, which are
both a function of the other 5 values. Figure 51, below, shows the S11 parameters of the tag with
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the traces all implemented. As can be seen, there is a marginal difference between 200 MHz and
100 MHz, and a rather large difference between 2.6 GHz and 1.3 GHz, so there will most
definitely be differences in ideal component values between the real and ideal cases once fully
optimized at the higher frequencies.

Figure 51 - S11 Parameters of subHT Without Components
The incremental optimization process was very helpful, as the same baseline for 200
MHz was reused. Once the ideal values of all of the inductors and capacitors were determined, it
was time to begin looking for how to realize the tag using actual components. The ideal L and C
are very precise, for example, there was an ideal inductor with a value of 27.8493 nH, which is
not something that can be found on the electronic component market. Another issue is that real
components often see quite significant L and C value changes over wide frequency ranges. So,
most real components behaved like demonstrated in the following figure, Figure 52.

Figure 52 - Inductor Inductance v. Frequency
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There were many compromises made in this step with regards to the optimal solution of
the system, given the salient issues regarding proximity of available component values to the
ideal L and C values. In the component selection, the value of the desired component was taken
at the exact middle frequency between 1.3 GHz and 2.6 GHz, approximately 2.0 GHz. The L or
C value at this frequency would be used as the approximation for the behavior of the component
in the system. While it was impossible to find an exact match between the value at this frequency
and the ideal value in the optimized set of parameters, it was possible to find close matches.
However, once a close match was selected and the real component replaced the ideal component
in the simulation, it was prudent to reoptimize the other components to account for the change in
values over frequency. This often produced slightly different results in terms of L and C with
each optimization and each new real component selected. An issue with this is that the last
component might be optimized or “bottle-necked” into a particular value that does not have any
close matches with real components, thus producing a heavy degradation of performance in the
tag or even eliminating the bifurcation curve overall. There were a few instances where 6 out of
7 components, factoring in the matching network, were chosen, but the 7th was unable to be
selected in a way that would produce a working tag. When this happened, one would simply
need to begin the process again. It was often helpful to try to fix certain components to be near
values that did have a relatively close match with a real component.
After much difficulty, the tag was realized and a bifurcation curve was created that is
shown in the following figure, Figure 53. As can be seen, there was a significant degradation in
the power threshold compared to the ideal, as a result of imperfect matches and compromises
made for the sake of realizing the system.

Figure 53 - Bifurcation Curve of Fully Real subHT
The tag was fabricated and the components were purchased. The components were:
0402HP-11NXGLW, GJM1555C1HR40WB01D, GJM1555C1HR20WB01D, SMV1430-040LF,
GRM1555C1HR80WA01D,
LQW04AN1N1C00D,
LQW15AN19NG00D,
and
LQW15AN4N9D00D. The fabricated PCB was purchased from pcbway, like the planar
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monopole antennas, and can be seen in the following figure, Figure 54. It is quite miniature,
having a smaller size than an American quarter.

Figure 54 - Fabricated subHT Next to Quarter For Scale

3.2.4 Assembly and Testing
Once everything arrived from the vendors, the components were hand soldered onto the
tag using a hot air gun. This step was actually quite difficult due to the small size of the
components. Furthermore, a multimeter was used once every component was soldered onto the
board to make sure that the solder joints were of quality and that the inductors did not short.
Figure 55 shows a fully soldered subHT.

Figure 55 - Fully Soldered subHT
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Once the tag was fully soldered, the first step to validate its performance was to use the
Vector Network Analyzer to check the S-Parameters and see if they match with the simulated
values. Note that frequency shifts are commonly expected in this tag design, so this tag was
actually produced for operation at 2.65 GHz. Figure 56, below, shows the simulated
S-Parameters with the real measurements overlaid in pink. There is a very close match with
every parameter. The reason that there is a slight discrepancy in the S21 parameters is because
the measured tag was receiving sufficient input power for bifurcation, which produced two
valleys in the place of the main valley that would have been present if the sufficient power was
not exceeded.

Figure 56 - S-Parameters of Simulated Real Tag in Blue and Actual Real Tag in Pink
The S-Parameters matched extremely well with the simulations, but there was a slight
downwards shift in the response frequencies, most likely due to variations in dielectric
permittivity of the PCB material and differences in simulated metal properties as opposed to
manufactured. With these measurements providing great confidence, the next step was to try to
tune the subHT to determine what its best performing frequency was with respect to achieving
bifurcation at the lowest power.
To test the subHT, the input of the tag was connected to a signal generator producing 2.6
GHz at 16 dBm, the machine maximum, to start. The output of the tag was connected to the
spectrum analyzer. If frequency division is seen at this frequency with this power, then the power
is swept downwards until there is no longer any division. Once the division stops, the frequency
is then swept up and down until division occurs again. This process is repeated until the
frequency at which division occurs for the lowest power level is found. Since multiple tags were
assembled, the lowest power threshold and corresponding frequency were averaged to produce
an overall expected performance of having parametric division at -5.6 dBm at 2.585 GHz. This
performance was actually better than the simulations.
At this point, the semi-wired tests were conducted in which the output of the subHT and
the input of the spectrum analyzer were terminated by 2 1.3 GHz antennas. Using the 2.585 GHz
frequency, the power was swept upwards until bifurcation was demonstrated. Once this was
shown, the same test was performed but with a wired connection from the subHT output to the
spectrum analyzer while the signal generator output and subHT inputs were terminated by the
2.6 GHz antennas. Signal power was swept up until bifurcation was demonstrated.
At this point, a fully wireless test could be conducted. In the interest of regulating the
varactor, a bias-tee and power source were introduced to the system. The supplied voltage was 0
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V, as it was necessary to maintain the passivity of the tag and the varactor would sometimes stray
from its 0 V bias capacitance without a fixed 0 V source. Anyways, the 1.3 GHz antennas served
as the termination for the output of the subHT and the spectrum analyzer while the 2.6 GHz
antennas terminated the signal generator and the input of the tag. Then, the power was swept
until bifurcation occurred. The tag was fully operational in a wireless context. Naturally, it was
noted that different antenna orientations, most likely due to polarization of the devices, resulted
in different performances of the system. The following figure, Figure 57, shows a successful
wireless subHT test.

Figure 57 - Successful Fully Wireless SubHT Test
At this point, the tag was proven to be totally operational and ready for integration in the
larger system, as significant data points relating to the RF link budget were extracted from the
testing and experimentation.
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4. Signal Processing and Data Visualization
4.1 GNU Radio
In order to manage the output of our HackRF One, and handle the inputs of our
RTL-SDRs, GNU Radio will be used. GNU Radio is a piece of software that provides
straightforward tools for SDR and general signal processing applications. GNU Radio provides
a user-friendly block-based interface where function blocks can be joined together to rapidly
prototype and implement different behaviors, functions, and systems, without the need for
additional hardware. Under the hood, these blocks, called flowgraphs, are converted into
optimized C++ and python code, which can then be executed inside or outside of the GNU Radio
software. A sample flowgraph, implementing a FM Receiver, is shown below, in Figure 58.
GNU Radio was run on a Raspberry Pi 4 running Ubuntu. We found that the compute
power of this was fairly limited, so in figure implementations a more powerful device could be
used. Our implementation of GNU radio was just used to control our transmitting SDRs. These
flowgraphs were then integrated into Python code where they could be enabled / disabled as
needed.

Figure 58 - Example GNU Radio FM Receiver.

4.2 Signal Processing and Calculations
In order to reduce the amount of data that is transferred from the signal processing
applications to downstream systems, the raw data collected from the SDRs and base stand
sensors is locally processed, and distance and direction is computed.

4.2.1 Distance
Because radio waves propagate at the speed of light, a time delay δt will exist between
the transmit reference and the received signal. Because of this time delay, there will be a phase
difference δφ (measured in radians) between the two signals given a known period T, as shown
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in Equation 3. Because wavelength λ is also known the total travel distance, which is twice the
distance of the tag from the base station, can be found as shown in Equation 4. Because
ambiguity will occur if the phase difference is larger than 2π, the maximum range allowable
given a known λ is λ/2.
(3) δφ = δ𝑡 / 𝑇
(4) 𝑑 =

δφ
4π

λ

4.2.2 Direction
The servo motor mounted on the base stand discussed in previous sections of the report is
controlled through the same software on the Pi that controls the SDRs. in a single iteration, the
desired angle is calculated, a corresponding PWM signal is sent from the Pi’s GPIO to the servo,
and the servo moves. Given testing of our base stand system, we were able to confirm that the
servo motor itself was a reliable source of directional truth, and no additional sensors were
needed to check the position.

4.3.3 Signal Processing Software Implementation
The entirety of the software we implemented on our Pi was done in a multi-threaded
Python script. Three total threads were used. One to launch the GNU Radio flowgraph for
controlling the transmitting SDRs, a second one to handle collecting samples from our receiving
SDRs, and a third main thread. The second receiving thread collected samples and wrote them
two a buffer, where they could be read by the main thread.
The outermost loop of the software simply controlled the servo angle. The software
initializes at 90 degrees, before slowly decrementing down to 0 and oscillating between 0 and
180. Within each cycle, samples are read from the buffer and processed. Due to issues with our
signal processing, we had to simply drop 90% of the incoming samples, as data would be written
faster than it could be read & processed, leading to a steadily increasing lag in the system.
Additionally, the software could only detect the presence of a tag and not its distance as a result
of the shortcoming in signal processing. When a tag is detected, an ID of 1 is reported,
otherwise, 0 is reported, which is used as a blank update value for the display, and is transmitted
just to report the servo angle. All three of these fields (ID, Angle, Static Distance), were packed
into a JSON struct and reported over MQTT to a MATLAB display, discussed in later sections.
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4.3 Visual Display
Visual display was done using a MATLAB script along with two external libraries that
were necessary for the visuals we were hoping to achieve as well as the data transfer. The final
product was a MATLAB figure that pulled the live angle of the stand and displayed it on a map.
The base image that the data was printed on top of can be seen below.

Figure 59 - Base Design for GUI
In this image, the blue square represents the location of the basestand, and the arcs mark 10
meters away from the stand. We covered roughly a range of 40 meters with our data processing
which was the high end of our expected detection range.

4.3.1 Specifications
Data was streamed to the MATLAB script through MQTT which uses a
subscriber/publisher format to push and pull data from our controlling python script to a topic
where the data is then pulled into MATLAB. The data was formatted as a JSON message with 3
fields: angle, distance, and ID. The JSON was then decoded and displayed at the current angle
and provided distance, based on the data that was stored in the JSON message. The ID was used
to both show that there was a tag, and then to also color code the tag on the board in the event
that we were able to depict multiple unique tags. This implementation ultimately went unused
but was written in case that reach goal was met.
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Figure 60 - Base Design for GUI with Dummy Tags and Angle Line
Once the tags were detected, they had a timestamp attached to them, this was done to
make the removal of the tags consistent. They were removed from the figure after being visible
for three seconds, or after they were detected and placed at another location on the figure.

4.4 MATLAB Implementation
The following is a code review of the script used to produce the GUI figure of the map. It
is done in sections to improve clarity.

4.4.1 Data Transfer
The Data transfer for this project was done using MQTT, a publisher-subscriber network
protocol that transfers data between devices over TCP\IP. Data was published by the Raspberry
Pi to a HiveMQ broker that acted as a middleman between the Raspberry pi and the MATLAB
window that was running our script. The data was then pulled by the MATLAB script at the
beginning of each loop before executing the graphing and placement of the tags and the antenna
direction. MATLAB does not inherently support MQTT data transfer so the external library
MQTT in MATLAB was used to pull the data from the server. The documentation for this library
can be found linked below in the references section. The code for the data transfer initialization
was as follows.
MQTTInit();

The script began by calling the MQTTInit function which established the connection
between the instance of MATLAB and the MQTT broker. The function itself can be seen below.
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function MQTTInit()
global m;
global subscription;
try
m = mqtt('wss://c061703baf9a4e75ac44cab7ca353cd7.s1.eu.hivemq.cloud','Port',8884,'Username',...
'android phone','Password','Capstone1', 'KeepAlive', 60);
subscription = subscribe(m, "capstone/data", 'Timeout', 10);
catch
disp("Failed To Connect to MQTT")
return
end
End

The address and necessary information to access the MQTT broker was stored in the
variable m which was then used to subscribe to the specific topic which was called
“capstone/data.” This was all done in a try catch statement so that the program would not halt if
the program was unable to connect, but rather let us know by displaying the text “Failed To
Connect to MQTT” in the command line. The lines of code that specifically pull data points from
the MQTT broker will be included later in the updating portion of the implementation.

4.4.2 Base Design
The base design that the data was placed on top of was done by hand using many of the
tools offered by MATLABs base graphing library and the Image Processing Toolbox extension.
The code for the base design is as follows.
figure('Renderer', 'painters', 'Position', [0 0 600 400])
x1=0;y1=-1;
x2=0;y2=1;
x3=1.5;y3=1;
x4=1.5;y4=-1;
axis([-19.9 20 0 30]);%axis limits, must be after each plot command
x = [x1, x2, x3, x4];
y = [y1, y2, y3, y4];
plot(y, x, 'g', 'LineWidth', 2);
fill([y1, y2, y3, y4],[x1, x2, x3, x4],'blue')
axis([-29.9 30 0 40]);
ax=gca;
center = [0 0];
viscircles(center,10,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
viscircles(center,20,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
viscircles(center,30,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
viscircles(center,40,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
disableDefaultInteractivity(ax);
set(gca,'Color','k');
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set(gca,'Ycolor','g');
set(gca,'xcolor','g');
grid on;
ax.GridAlpha=0.7;
dim1 = [.505 .065 .3 .3];
annotation('textbox',dim1,'String',"10",'FitBoxToText','on','LineStyle','none','Color','g');
dim1 = [.505 .270 .3 .3];
annotation('textbox',dim1,'String',"20",'FitBoxToText','on','LineStyle','none','Color','g');
dim1 = [.505 .470 .3 .3];
annotation('textbox',dim1,'String',"30",'FitBoxToText','on','LineStyle','none','Color','g');
drawnow;

The viscircles command from the Image processing toolbox was used to draw the circles
representing the distance from the base stand. The fill command was used in tandem with 4
points to draw the blue square that represents the base stand location. Annotations were used to
display the distance that each circle represents. Many of the other commands here were used for
coloring or to increase visual clarity.

4.4.3 Updating portion
The updating portion of the script begins by pulling the most recent message published to
the MQTT broker and storing it in a variable “message.” The message in its JSON format is then
decoded which then stores it in a struct with three fields, angle, distance, and ID. This is done in
the following two lines.
message = read(subscription);
messageStruct = json decode(message);

The next portion is drawing the line that represents the current direction that the antenna
is facing. This is done using the line command from the image processing toolbox. A calculation
is done for the correct end position of the line and that is passed to the line command which then
draws the line. These three lines of code execute this.
yEnd=30*abs(tand(messageStruct.angle));
L1=line([0 (30 * -1 *sign(tand(messageStruct.angle)))],[0 yEnd],'Color','b','Linestyle','-','LineWidth',2);
drawnow;

After this, an if statement is used to check if the most recently passed data represents a
tag or simply open space. This is done by checking if the ID of the tag is zero or any other
number. If the tag ID is not zero, a switch case is used to set the color value of the tag, this value
is based on the value for the ID which has been hard coded to cover up to 6 different distinct
tags.
if (messageStruct.ID ~= 0)
switch messageStruct.ID
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case 1
color = 'red';
case 2
color = 'blue';
case 3
color = 'green';
case 4
color = 'yellow';
case 5
color = 'white';
case 6
color = 'cyan';
end

Then a time field is added to the tag struct to time how long it has been displayed on the
figure. The tag is then added to an array of tags based on its ID, and basic calculations are done
to determine its X and Y position based on the angle and distance that are passed through the
struct. A try catch is then used to delete the tag from the figure, but is only used in the case that
the tag is already present on the figure, not if it has just been created. After this, a new image for
the tag is created and placed on the figure in the position calculated. This image is also stored in
an array at the ID location to make removal easier.
[messageStruct(:).time] = posixtime(datetime("now"));
tags{messageStruct.ID} = messageStruct;
angle rad=messageStruct.angle*pi/180;
xlocation = -messageStruct.distance*cos(anglerad)*sign(tand(anglerad));
location = messageStruct.distance*sin(anglerad);
%Removal tag if tag is already on the map
try
delete(Dots{messageStruct.ID});
catch
end
Dots{messageStruct.ID} = drawpoint('Position', [xlocation, ylocation], 'Color', color);
Drawnow;
End

Finally, the current time is updated, and tag removal based on time passed is done. This is
done by iterating through the list of tags and checking to see if any of them have existed for three
seconds. If they have, the corresponding dot is removed from the figure.
currentTime = posix time(datetime("now"));
%Removal of Dots after the specified amount of time, in this case, 3
%seconds.
try
for i = 1: length(Dots)
if (currentTime - tags{i}.time) > 3
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delete(Dots{i});
end
end
catch
end

This whole section of code covered in 4.4.3 takes place in a while loop which runs for an
amount of time that is specified before the program begins.

5. Reach Goals
These reach goals were not met, but there was significant progress made towards their
end. For instance, there were 3 subHTs built, with the capacity to build 10 more without needing
to order more PCBs, and they could all have been differentiated using a bias voltage that would
change their frequency characteristics, which would act as their unique identifiers. An array of
antennas was also fully designed and was indeed implemented, but not integrated with the rest of
the RF system. The most difficult goal would have been to fully integrate the tag with the
antenna. Perhaps a dual-mode antenna and 1-port subHT could have been manufactured and
demonstrated to operate effectively, but the time and budget limitations would have been too
stringent to integrate the system in the way in which we were attempting to do so.

5.1 Tag Data Encoding
One of our reach goals was to have the ability to track multiple tags, and distinguish
between them. This would have been done by designing different tags with components that alter
the target frequency slightly, or by simply applying a small DC bias voltage to the terminals of
the varactor. The changes to the tag would be slight changes to capacitor or inductor values
inside the tag, or a modification to the flow of the system, as there would now be needed a power
supply. We would then sweep the frequency range at each angle of the antenna from the lowest
to the highest and determine both which tag it is, how far away it is, and in what direction.
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Figure 61 - Diagram for Distinguishing Between Tags
These tags would then be recognizable by the java application which would color their
marker affording a key, and place them on the map. This would slightly reduce how frequently
the tag locations would be updated, due to testing of multiple frequencies, but nothing noticeable
in the data stream. This was a pretty reasonable reach goal and can be accomplished immediately
by applying a bias voltage to the subHTs. This was not implemented in the design, although it
would have just been a matter of implementing a frequency sweep in the initial transmitting
antenna and measuring where along that frequency sweep the tag responds most strongly, as the
tags do have a range of frequencies in which they could operate. This current frequency sweep
methodology would have to operate under the assumption that the tags are stationary. Perhaps
future generations could tackle this issue with more resources and more intelligently.

5.2 Tag Antenna Integration
Our initial tag design, as covered in Section 3.2, uses two external antennas. One antenna
receives the 2.6 GHz signal from the transmitting antenna and the other transmits the 1.3 GHz
signal generated by the tag. The use of external antennas greatly simplifies the design process, as
off-the-shelf antennas with this frequency range are very common. However, these antennas also
increase the size of the tag considerably. In applications requiring a miniaturized tag, such as on
wildlife or in a wallet, external antennas may be impractical.
Time permitting, we may design an antenna to be integrated onto the PCB with the
sub-harmonic generator. PCB antennas, such as that shown in Figure 40, are fairly common
technology. They are very effective in space constrained spaces, as they are extremely thin.
Additionally, adding copper etch on an existing PCB is extremely inexpensive and doesn’t
require additional assembly once the boards are fabricated.
Unfortunately, PCB antennas are not as straightforward to design as they are to
manufacture. RF board design is an incredibly technical and time consuming process. It is also
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highly iterative, requiring many small design changes and tests to tune the antennas. With an
already limited budget and timetable, respinning a PCB more than a few times may be
impractical. This would have been a great addition to our overall design, but is relegated to our
reach goals because of the demanding design process.
Implementing this would not have been feasible due to the highly iterative nature of
planar antenna design and how difficult it would have been to validate, especially without the
anechoic chamber.

Figure 62 - Example of PCB Antenna

5.3 Phased Array Receiver
In order to increase directionality of our receiver, and also reduce the number of
articulated components, the group is considering the implementation of a phased array antenna as
a reach goal. This change would only modify the architecture of our RF receiver subsystem, as
shown below in Figure 41. In GNU radio, each SDR input would have a variable phase delay,
allowing constructive interference to occur in certain directions, as shown in Figure 42. Because
of the software steerable beam, this would reduce the need for base stand rotation, simplifying
the system’s base stand.
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Figure 63 - Phased Array Receiver Hardware Block Diagram

Figure 64 - Phased Array Demonstration

6. Budget
6.1 Excluding Reach Goals
The estimated budget of this project, $600, was exceeded with a total cost of about $960.
The bulk of the spending came from all the radio hardware that was required. This came in the
form of the antennas, power splitters, RaspberryPi, etc. In total, the acquired radio hardware was
about $700 by itself. The base stand and the mounted antenna, the Excel Wireless 2.5-2.7 GHz
grid parabolic dish antenna, totaled to about $105 dollars. The development of the tags proved to
be much cheaper than expected, costing only a few cents to make. The shipping was not as kind.
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The estimated costs and actual costs are compared in the table below. One note to make about the
hardware equipment is that Professor Closas allowed us to borrow a $300 SDR of his, which
means that in reality, we spent $660, but the value of the devices used matches up with the
expenditures listed in the figure below.
Component

Estimated Price

Actual Price

SubHTs

$75

$10

Tx/Rx Base Station

$250

$250

Radio Hardware

$275

$700

Total

$600

$960

Figure 65 - Estimated and Actual Project Budget

6.2 Including Reach Goals
It is unsure whether or not the reach goals will make their way to production. As a result
no significant research has been made into the additional costs that they would present. If the
reach goals prove to be an expensive endeavor, there will be efforts to pursue additional funding
from alternative sources. Intuitively, it seems that adding the uniquely identifiable tags feature
could be effectively free, only requiring some changes to the sweeping algorithm and UI.
Integrating the subHTs with antennas would be fairly expensive due to the iterative nature of the
design and it would take a lot of time because significant testing would need to be done at each
step to advance the project. The phased array approach might be affordable if printed PCB
antennas are used like in the integration with the tag. However, purchasing commercial antennas
and the RF equipment needed to implement the phase shift would be extremely expensive, as the
SDRs would need to be of high quality in order to accurately beamsteer the antennas.

7. Schedule
7.1 Summary of Schedule
The project was originally planned to be divided into five separate phases over the course
of the 2021 Fall semester. It was designed for flexibility and that flexibility was utilized to its
fullest extent. Each section of the project was scheduled to be designed and completed before
moving onto the next step of development. What happened in actuality was that the development
of each component happened in tandem with other elements. For example, the base stand, one of
the first predicted components to be finished, found itself being modified until the end. There
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were a lot of unforeseen complications that caused the project to take longer than expected, but
the main desired components were designed in time.
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Appendix A: Source Code
Python Code
import string
import pigpio
import gpiozero
import paho.mqtt.client as mqtt
import json
import time
import random
import multiprocessing
import os
import sys
import select
import cmath
import numpy
def ReadBytesToAbs(bytes: int) -> int:
numBytes = len(bytes)
dataInts = [None] * numBytes
absVals = [None] * int(numBytes / 2)
for iter in range(0, numBytes):
dataInts[iter] = (bytes[iter] - 127) * 0.008
for iter in range(0, numBytes, 2):
absVals[int(iter/2)] = abs(complex(dataInts[iter], dataInts[iter+1]))
return absVals
def ReadBytesToComplex(bytes: int) -> complex:
numBytes = len(bytes)
dataInts = [None] * numBytes
complexVals = [None] * int(numBytes / 2)
for iter in range(0, numBytes):
dataInts[iter] = (bytes[iter] - 127) * 0.008
for iter in range(0, numBytes, 2):
complexVals[int(iter/2)] = complex(dataInts[iter], dataInts[iter+1])
return complexVals
def RunFlowgraph() -> None:
path = str("~/gnu/transmit_hackrf_0.py")
command = "python3 " + path
print(command)
os.system("python3 " + path)
def StartRTLSampling() -> None:
pipeLocation = "~/myPipe"
try:
os.system("mkfifo " + pipeLocation)
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except:
print("fifo already exists")
rtlFirmwarePath = "~/git/keenerd_rtlsdr/build/src/"
rtlCmd = "rtl_sdr -f 1300000000 -d 0000200 -s 1024000 -g -1 -N " + pipeLocation
command = rtlFirmwarePath + rtlCmd
os.system(command)
def GetTagID(data: int) -> int:
#return random.choices([0, 1, 2, 3], [0.85, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05])
threshold = 0.2
lengthData = len(data)
absVals = ReadBytesToAbs(data[0:int(lengthData/1000)])
meanMag = numpy.mean(absVals)
print(meanMag)
return int(meanMag >= threshold)
def MicrosecondsToAngle(microseconds: int) -> int:
angle = (microseconds - 500) * (180 / 2000)
return angle
def on_connect(client, userdata, flags, rc):
if rc == 0:
print("Connected successfully")
else:
print("Connect returned result code: " + str(rc))
# The callback for when a PUBLISH message is received from the server.
def on_message(client, userdata, msg):
print("Received message: " + msg.topic + " -> " + msg.payload.decode("utf-8"))
def transmitMessage(ID: int, angle: int, distance: int, client: mqtt.Client, topic: string) -> None:
mydict = {
"ID" : ID,
'angle': angle,
'distance': distance
}
myJson = json.dumps(mydict)
client.publish(topic, myJson)
def opener(path, flags):
return os.open(path, os.O_RDONLY, os.O_NONBLOCK)
if __name__ == "__main__":
# create the client
client = mqtt.Client()
client.on_connect = on_connect
client.on_message = on_message
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# enable TLS
client.tls_set(tls_version=mqtt.ssl.PROTOCOL_TLS)
# set username and password
client.username_pw_set("capstone-pi", "Capstone1")
# connect to HiveMQ Cloud on port 8883
client.connect("c061703baf9a4e75ac44cab7ca353cd7.s1.eu.hivemq.cloud", 8883)
# subscribe to the topic "my/test/topic"
topic = "capstone/data"
client.subscribe(topic)
client.subscribe("#")
txProcess = multiprocessing.Process(target=RunFlowgraph)
rxProcess = multiprocessing.Process(target=StartRTLSampling)
txProcess.start()
rxProcess.start()
pi = pigpio.pi()
gpioPin = 18
writePeriod = 1500
interval = 10
delayPeriod = 0.1
pi.set_servo_pulsewidth(gpioPin, 1500)
time.sleep(5)
try:
with open('/home/nvelcea/myPipe', mode = 'rb', buffering=1, opener=opener) as fifo:
while True:
while (writePeriod >= 500):
if(writePeriod > 2500):
writePeriod = 2500
select.select([fifo], [], [fifo])
data = fifo.read(300000)
angle = MicrosecondsToAngle(writePeriod)
pi.set_servo_pulsewidth(gpioPin, writePeriod)
transmitMessage(GetTagID(data), angle, 15, client, topic)
time.sleep(delayPeriod)
writePeriod = writePeriod - interval
while (writePeriod <= 2500):
if(writePeriod < 500):
writePeriod = 500
select.select([fifo], [], [fifo])
data = fifo.read(300000)
pi.set_servo_pulsewidth(gpioPin, writePeriod)
angle = MicrosecondsToAngle(writePeriod)
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transmitMessage(GetTagID(data), angle, 15, client, topic)
time.sleep(delayPeriod)
writePeriod = writePeriod + interval

except KeyboardInterrupt:
print("Quitting.")

MATLAB UI Code
clear all;
close all;

%Initial Setup for the MQTT Data Transfer, runs MQTT Init which establishes
%subscription and subscribes to the appropriate channel to recieve Data.
global m;
global subscription;
MQTTInit();
% Initial Setup of the GUI, base image and other things are drawn to the
% figure.
angle = 0;
figure('Renderer', 'painters', 'Position', [0 0 1920 1080])
startTime = posixtime(datetime("now"));
currentTime = posixtime(datetime("now"));
x1=0;y1=-1;
x2=0;y2=1;
x3=1.5;y3=1;
x4=1.5;y4=-1;
axis([-19.9 20 0 30]);%axis limits, must be after each plot command
x = [x1, x2, x3, x4];
y = [y1, y2, y3, y4];
plot(y, x, 'g', 'LineWidth', 2);
fill([y1, y2, y3, y4],[x1, x2, x3, x4],'blue')
axis([-29.9 30 0 40]);
ax=gca;
center = [0 0];
viscircles(center,10,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
viscircles(center,20,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
viscircles(center,30,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
viscircles(center,40,'Color','g','Linestyle','-','LineWidth', 1);
disableDefaultInteractivity(ax);
set(gca,'Color','k');
set(gca,'Ycolor','g');
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set(gca,'xcolor','g');
grid on;
ax.GridAlpha=0.7;
dim1 = [.505 .065-0.03 .3 .3];
annotation('textbox',dim1,'String',"10",'FitBoxToText','on','LineStyle','none','Color','g');
dim1 = [.505 .270-0.03 .3 .3];
annotation('textbox',dim1,'String',"20",'FitBoxToText','on','LineStyle','none','Color','g');
dim1 = [.505 .470-0.03 .3 .3];
annotation('textbox',dim1,'String',"30",'FitBoxToText','on','LineStyle','none','Color','g');
drawnow;
% Specify the ammount of time you want the GUI to run for by adjusting the
% value to the number of desired seconds.
runLengthSeconds = 3600;
%While loop that collects data from the stand, Updates the line that shows
%the direction of the stand, Places and removes tags, and then continues
%to fo the same thing for the specified duration.
while currentTime - startTime <= runLengthSeconds
%Data collection and line drawing portion.
try
% read the message from the subscription and store it as a string.
message = read(subscription);
% Use jsondecode to turn the string message into a struct with
% values for ID, Angle and distance.
messageStruct = jsondecode(message)

%draw line at the angle passed in the message.
yEnd=30*abs(tand(messageStruct.angle));
L1=line([0 (30 * -1 *sign(tand(messageStruct.angle)))],[0 yEnd],'Color','b','Linestyle','-','LineWidth',2);
drawnow;
delete(L1);

%adds the time field to structs that represent tags. this is used
%to remove the dots from the map after a certain ammount of time.
if (messageStruct.ID ~= 0)
switch messageStruct.ID
case 1
color = 'red';
case 2
color = 'blue';
case 3
color = 'green';
case 4
color = 'yellow';
case 5
color = 'white';
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case 6
color = 'cyan';
end
[messageStruct(:).time] = posixtime(datetime("now"));
tags{messageStruct.ID} = messageStruct;
anglerad=messageStruct.angle*pi/180;
xlocation = -messageStruct.distance*cos(anglerad)*sign(tand(anglerad));
ylocation = messageStruct.distance*sin(anglerad);
%Removal tag if otag is already on the map
try
delete(Dots{messageStruct.ID});
catch
end
Dots{messageStruct.ID} = drawpoint('Position', [xlocation, ylocation], 'Color', color, 'MarkerSize', 20);
drawnow;
end

catch
% If no message is seen by the subscription, NO MESSAGE is
% displayed
disp("NO MESSAGE");
end
%updates the time to ensure the correct run duration of the while loop.
currentTime = posixtime(datetime("now"));
%Removal of Dots after the specified ammount of time, in this case, 3
%seconds.
try
for i = 1: length(Dots)
if (currentTime - tags{i}.time) > 3
delete(Dots{i});
end
end
catch
end
end
% Functional adding and removing of tags
function MQTTInit()
global m;
global subscription;
try
m = mqtt('wss://c061703baf9a4e75ac44cab7ca353cd7.s1.eu.hivemq.cloud','Port',8884,'Username',...
'androidphone','Password','Capstone1', 'KeepAlive', 60);
subscription = subscribe(m, "capstone/data", 'Timeout', 10);
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catch
disp("Failed To Connect to MQTT")
return
end
end

MATLAB Phase Test Code
clear all;
close all;
tiledlayout('flow');
set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1920, 1080]);
load('startIndicies.mat');
indiciesToRun = 10;
files(1,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz.dat"];
files(2,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_2.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_2.dat"];
files(3,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_1_15m.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_1_15m.dat"];
files(4,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_2_15m.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_2_15m.dat"];
files(5,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_1_10m.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_1_10m.dat"];
files(6,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_2_10m.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_2_10m.dat"];
files(7,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_1_5m.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_1_5m.dat"];
files(8,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_2_5m.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_2_5m.dat"];
files(9,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_1_equal.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_1_equal.dat"];
files(10,:) = ["D:\SDR_data\sdr0_11_14_MHz_2_equal.dat", "D:\SDR_data\sdr1_11_14_MHz_2_equal.dat"];
for iter = indiciesToRun
[startIndicies(iter,1), startIndicies(iter,2), diffBoth(iter,:), phaseDiff(iter)] = MeasurePhases(files(iter,1),
files(iter,2), startIndicies(iter,1), startIndicies(iter,2));
disp(iter);
end
save('startIndicies.mat', 'startIndicies');
save('phaseDifferences.mat', 'diffBoth');
for iter = indiciesToRun
nexttile
hold on;
plot(1:1000, diffBoth(iter,:));
yline(phaseDiff(iter));
title(files(iter,1));
hold off;
end
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function[startIndex0, startIndex1, diffBoth, phaseDiff] = MeasurePhases(file0, file1, startIndex0, startIndex1)
sdr0 = loadFile(file0);
sdr1 = loadFile(file1);
threshold = 0.04;
blockSize = 1e4;
upsampleFactor = 100;
wc = 0.99;
L = length(sdr0);
if(startIndex0 == 0)
startIndex0 = SignalStartIndex(sdr0, threshold, blockSize);
startIndex1 = SignalStartIndex(sdr1, threshold, blockSize);
end
largestStartIndex = max([startIndex0, startIndex1]);
samplesToKeep = L - largestStartIndex;
plottedSamples = 1:samplesToKeep;
sdr0_trimmed = sdr0(startIndex0:(startIndex0+samplesToKeep-1));
sdr1_trimmed = sdr1(startIndex1:(startIndex1+samplesToKeep-1));
sdr0_filtered = sdr0_trimmed; %lowpass(lowpass(lowpass(lowpass((sdr0_trimmed), wc), wc), wc), wc);
sdr1_filtered = sdr1_trimmed; %lowpass(lowpass(lowpass(lowpass((sdr1_trimmed), wc), wc), wc), wc);
magSdr0 = abs(sdr0);

angle0 = angle(sdr0_filtered);
angle1 = angle(sdr1_filtered);
angleDifferenceUnwrapOuter = unwrap((angle0) - (angle1));
angleDifferenceUnwrapInner = unwrap(angle0) - unwrap(angle1);
angleDifferenceUnwrapBoth = unwrap(unwrap(angle0) - unwrap(angle1));

smoothedAngleDiff = movmean(angleDifferenceUnwrapBoth, 100);
initialAngle = smoothedAngleDiff(5e6);
finalAngle = smoothedAngleDiff(3e7);
trueAngleDiff = finalAngle - initialAngle;
nexttile
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hold on;
plot(1:length(sdr0), sdr0);
title("SDR0");
subtitle(file0);
xline(startIndex0);
hold off;
%
%
nexttile
hold on;
plot(1:length(sdr1), sdr1);
title("SDR1");
title(file0);
xline(startIndex1);
hold off;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

nexttile
hold on;
plot(plottedSamples, angleDifferenceUnwrapOuter);
title(file0);
subtitle("Outer");
hold off;
nexttile
hold on;
plot(plottedSamples, angleDifferenceUnwrapInner);
title(file0);
subtitle("Inner");
hold off;
nexttile
hold on;
plot(plottedSamples, angleDifferenceUnwrapBoth);
title(file0);
subtitle("Both");
hold off;

%
%
%
%
%
%

nexttile
hold on;
plot(plottedSamples, smoothedAngleDiff);
title(file0);
subtitle("Smoothed");
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%

hold off;
startBoth = angleDifferenceUnwrapBoth(1001:2000);
endBoth = rewrap(angleDifferenceUnwrapBoth(end-1999:end-1000));
diffBoth = startBoth - endBoth;
startOuter = angleDifferenceUnwrapOuter(1001:2000);
endOuter = rewrap(angleDifferenceUnwrapOuter(end-1999:end-1000));
diffOuter = startOuter - endOuter;

%upsample testing
startSamples0 = sdr0_trimmed(10001:11000);
startSamples1 = sdr1_trimmed(10001:11000);
endSamples0 = sdr0_trimmed(end-10999:end-10000);
endSamples1 = sdr1_trimmed(end-10999:end-10000);
interpolationFactor = 10;
startSamples0Interp = interp(startSamples0, interpolationFactor);
startSamples1Interp = interp(startSamples1, interpolationFactor);
endSamples0Interp = interp(endSamples0, interpolationFactor);
endSamples1Interp = interp(endSamples1, interpolationFactor);
fittedSineParamsStart0 = sineFit(1:100, real(startSamples0(1:100))', 0);
fittedSineParamsStart1 = sineFit(1:100, real(startSamples1(1:100))', 0);
fittedSineParamsEnd0 = sineFit(1:100, real(endSamples0(1:100))', 0);
fittedSineParamsEnd1 = sineFit(1:100, real(endSamples1(1:100))', 0);
startPhaseDiff = fittedSineParamsStart0(4) - fittedSineParamsStart1(4);
endPhaseDiff = fittedSineParamsEnd0(4) - fittedSineParamsEnd1(4);
%test2 = fit(1:1000, real(startSamples0)', 'sin1');

phaseDiff = startPhaseDiff - endPhaseDiff;
upsampledX = linspace (1,1000, upsampleFactor * 1000);
yOut=fittedSineParamsStart0(1)+fittedSineParamsStart0(2)*sin(2*pi*fittedSineParamsStart0(3)*upsampledX+fitted
SineParamsStart0(4));

nexttile
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hold on;
title(file0);
subtitle("Start Samples 0");
%plot(upsampledX(1:10000), yOut(1:10000));
plot(linspace(1, 50, 50 * upsampleFactor), real(yOut(1:(50 * upsampleFactor))));
plot(1:50, real(startSamples0(1:50)));
hold off;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

nexttile
hold on;
title(file0);
subtitle("Start Samples 1");
plot(1:1000, real(startSamples1Interp(1:1000)));
hold off;
nexttile
hold on;
title(file0);
subtitle("End Samples 0");
plot(1:1000, real(endSamples0Interp(1:1000)));
hold off;
nexttile
hold on;
title(file0);
subtitle("End Samples 1");
plot(1:1000, real(endSamples1Interp(1:1000)));
hold off;

end
function vector = rewrap(vector)
while(vector(1) >= pi)
vector = vector - 2*pi;
end
while(vector(1) <= -pi)
vector = vector + 2*pi;
end
end
function startIndex = SignalStartIndex(sdrData, threshold, blockSize)
signalStrengths = abs(sdrData);
startFound = 0;
for iter = 1:(length(sdrData) - blockSize)
if(startFound == 0 && signalStrengths(iter) >= threshold)
minBlockPower = min(signalStrengths(iter:(iter+blockSize-1)));
if(minBlockPower >= threshold)
startIndex = iter;
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startFound = 1;
break;
end
end
end
end

function y = loadFile(filename)
% y = loadFile(filename)
%
% reads complex samples from the rtlsdr file
%
fid = fopen(filename,'rb');
y = fread(fid,'uchar=>double');
y = y-127;
y = y*0.008;
y = y(1:2:end) + i*y(2:2:end);
end

MATLAB Link Budget Code
clear all;
close all;
%constants
kB = 1.38e-23;
roomTemp = 273.15 + 20; %*K
%controlled variables
fTransmit = 2.6e9; %Hz
d = 20; %m
BaseTXGain = 24; %db
BaseRXGain = 4; %db
TagTXGain = 5; %db
TagRXGain = 5; %db
circuitBandwidth = 5e9;
%tag parameters (will ultimately be derived)
Cdc = 2e-12; %F
L1 = 0;
L2 = 0;
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L3 = 0;
C1 = 0;
C2 = 0;
C3 = 0;
Rs = 0;
Rl = 0;
Pmin = 1e-4; %watts, calculation given tag parameters to be implemented
requiredDBM = 10 * log10(Pmin / 1e-3);

%define every link in the chain here
linkNames = ["TX Transmitter", "TX Splitter 1", "TX Splitter 2", "TX Mixer", "TX Amplifier", "TX Antenna", "Tag
RX Antenna", "Tag Input", "Tag Output", "Tag TX Antenna", "RX Antenna", "RX Filter", "RX Amplifier", "RX
Reciever"];

pathPoints = length(linkNames);
tagInputIndex = find(linkNames == "Tag Input");
powersDBM = zeros(1, pathPoints);
powersDBM(tagInputIndex) = requiredDBM;
%define gain for each link here
links(:,1) = ["Tag RX Antenna", 4, 0, "TBD"]; %name, gain, noise factor, name.
links(:,2) = ["TX Antenna", PathLoss(fTransmit, d, BaseTXGain), 1, "TBD"];
links(:,3) = ["TX Mixer", -7.5, 0, "M2-0004 NOISE TBD"];
links(:,4) = ["TX Splitter 1", -3, 1, "TBD"];
links(:,5) = ["TX Transmitter", 0, 0, "TBD"];
links(:,6) = ["Tag Output", -3, 0, "Custom Tag"];
links(:,7) = ["Tag TX Antenna", PathLoss(fTransmit/2, d, TagTXGain), 0, "Custom Tag"];
links(:,8) = ["RX Antenna", BaseRXGain, 0, "TBD - potentially phased array"];
links(:,9) = ["RX Filter", 0, 0, "TBD"];
links(:,10) = ["RX Amplifier", 20, 0.8, "Nooelec Lana"];
links(:,11) = ["RX Reciever", 0, 0, 0];
links(:,12) = ["TX Splitter 2", -3, 1, "TBD"];
links(:,13) = ["TX Amplifier", 50, 1.1, "Nooelec Vega"];
links(:,14) = ["Tag Input", 0, 0, "Custom Tag"];

for iter = (tagInputIndex - 1): -1 : 1
linkName = linkNames(iter);
currentLink = links(: ,find(links(1 , :) == linkName));
if isempty(currentLink)
disp("No Link Data for " + linkName);
powersDBM(iter) = powersDBM(iter + 1);
else
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powersDBM(iter) = powersDBM(iter + 1) - str2num(currentLink(2));
end
end
for iter = (tagInputIndex + 1): 1 : pathPoints
lastLinkName = linkNames(iter -1);
lastLink = links(: ,find(links(1 , :) == lastLinkName));
if isempty(lastLink)
disp("No Link Data for " + lastLinkName);
powersDBM(iter) = powersDBM(iter - 1);
else
powersDBM(iter) = powersDBM(iter - 1) + str2num(lastLink(2));
end
end
%noise consideration:
thermalNoisePower = 10 * log10(kB * roomTemp * circuitBandwidth) + 30;
startingTransmitPower = powersDBM(1);
noiseDBM(1) = thermalNoisePower;
for iter = 2 : pathPoints
lastLinkName = linkNames(iter - 1);
lastLink = links(: ,find(links(1 , :) == lastLinkName));
lastLinkGain = str2num(lastLink(2));
noiseDBM(iter) = addDBM(noiseDBM(iter - 1) + lastLinkGain, thermalNoisePower);
end
SNR = powersDBM - noiseDBM;
result = [linkNames; powersDBM; noiseDBM; SNR];

disp(result);
function gain = PathLoss(frequency, distance, transmitterGain)
wavelength = 3e8 / frequency;
gain = 20 * log10(wavelength / (4 * pi * distance)) + transmitterGain;
end
function addedDBMPower = addDBM(a, b)
aInMW = 10^(a/10);
bInMW = 10^(b/10);
addedDBMPower = 10 * log10(aInMW + bInMW);
end
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